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Using science to solve management challenges in California's Sierra Nevada lake
ecosystems, with a focus on recovering endangered mountain yellow-legged frogs
Despite the dual challenges of an historic wildfire season and the COVID pandemic, the Mountain
Lakes Research Group (MLRG) accomplished another incredibly successful year. In a time when many
organizations were forced to tighten their belts or close their doors, we were fortunate to be able to
start new projects, receive new grants and gifts, and make new observations about our
favorite alpine amphibian, the mountain yellow-legged frog. We also welcomed new personnel.
Alexa Lindauer conducts field work, analyzes frog disease samples, and wrangles data as our new
Project and Laboratory Manager, and long-time collaborator Dr. Tom Smith joins Roland Knapp as
another Principal Investigator to lead new frog recovery efforts and apply for every grant opportunity
that crosses our desks. Read on for season highlights, project updates, a funding overview, and a
thank you to our many partners who help make mountain yellow-legged frog recovery possible.

Alexa Lindauer and summer field assistant Mark Spangler conduct
a frog survey in the Bubbs Creek drainage, while abiding by COVID
physical distancing policies. Photo credit: Sonya Maple.

2020 Highlights

The Numbers

Reintroductions. We released over 500 adult frogs that were reared at the
Oakland and San Francisco Zoos to six lakes spread across two national parks and
one national forest. At some lakes, we released frogs collected from multiple
basins with the intent to increase genetic diversity and the chance of frog
population establishment.

529 frogs reintroduced

Translocations. In Yosemite, we collected 66 adult frogs from two populations
and released them at three locations, moving frogs by foot and helicopter.

Collections. We collected over 500 tadpoles from five populations across the
species range. These tadpoles will be reared to adulthood by our zoo partners
and returned to the wild. In the zoo, many of these frogs will be exposed to and
then cleared of the chytrid fungus pathogen to increase frog resistance to the
fungus, which is nearly ubiquitous in the wild.
Continued chytrid emergence. We continued to observe chytrid-caused disease
outbreaks, including in the last chytrid-free basin in Yosemite. Witnessing these
die-offs motivates us to improve our frog recovery techniques quickly and learn
more about the factors that foster recovery.

66 frogs translocated
512 tadpoles collected
117 lakes surveyed
3,745 adult MYL frogs
observed during visual
surveys
2,776 subadult MYL frogs
observed during surveys
44,309 MYLF tadpoles
observed during surveys
1508 skin swab samples
collected
3,109 skin swab samples
analyzed
228 person days spent
conducting field work
5 helicopter flights
2 seasonal technicians

New discoveries. Every summer we learn something new and important. This
year, we discovered that zoo-reared frogs may be more active at night than wild
frogs! Now we are trying to figure out why.

3 permanent employees

Thirteen years of data collected at Alpine Lake* show us that frog translocations
are an effective conservation strategy. Photo credit: Alexa Lindauer.

Research Highlight.

One of our biggest frog restoration successes to date is
also our longest ongoing project. In 2006, Roland and Tom teamed up with Yosemite
scientists to attempt to re-establish a population of mountain yellow-legged frogs. The
team captured 40 frogs at a pond where mountain yellow-legged frogs were thriving despite
the presence of the often deadly amphibian chytrid fungus. They placed a tiny transponder tag,
coded with a unique number, under the skin of each frog to help identify individuals and measure
their survival over time. Carefully packing the frogs on his back, Roland hiked through forests and
meadows and over bare granite ridges to Alpine Lake*, where he released the 40 frogs into their new
home. Roland took a deep breath and hiked back to civilization. The experiment was underway.
Alpine Lake had been frogless for decades because of stocked fish and disease caused by the amphibian
chytrid fungus. The non-native fish eventually disappeared, but the fungus was still there. The team hoped
that the disease resistance these 40 frogs exhibited in their natal pond would allow them to establish a new
population at Alpine Lake and coexist with the chytrid fungus.
Since 2006, we have paid close attention to the frogs at Alpine Lake, surveying the site multiple times each
summer. During that time, we watched the frog population grow from those initial 40 frogs to an estimated
300 adults and thousands of tadpoles today! This is a tremendous success. Not only have the frogs
returned, but so have the snakes and birds that prey on them, showing the resilience of the Sierra Nevada
lake ecosystem.
The Alpine Lake project is important for many
reasons. It demonstrates that moving frogs from
disease-resistant populations to frogless (and
fishless) lakes is a reliable method to increase the
number of frog populations in the Sierra Nevada.
The Alpine Lake project also reinforces how much
we rely on long-term research to develop frog
restoration projects with the highest possible
chances of success. It took 13 years for this
population to become established, and the data
we collected over this time are invaluable. We are
applying what we learned at Alpine Lake to 15
other frog restoration sites across the Sierra
Nevada and are hoping for the same success—
more mountain yellow-legged frogs in more lakes.
*Alpine Lake is a pseudonym to protect the location of this
frog population.

In the press. We’ve been busy, and
people are watching. We and our collaborators
published papers on mountain yellow-legged
frog genetics and improving estimates of frog
abundance. Thanks to the hard work of our
Environmental Data Initiative (EDI) Fellow,
Claire Pavelka, our database on >8,000 Sierra
Nevada lakes is now publicly available. Check
out these additional articles in Medium and
OneZero about our work, and watch Dr. Tom
Smith discuss our frog recovery efforts as part of
the University of California Natural Reserve
System Fall 2020 Seminar Series.

Yellow-legged frogs sun themselves at one of the few Sierra Nevada lakes yet to be invaded by chytrid fungus.
Photo credit: Jeff McFarland.

Wishlist
5 new smartphones for
field data collection ($500
each)

Biomark GPR Plus PIT tag
reader ($556)

Biomark HPR Plus PIT tag
reader ($3,055)

Fund a field technician for
the summer ($12,500)

Help fulfill the dream of an
endowment to fund frog
recovery and lake research
in perpetuity! ($10 million
- yes, we dream big)

Supporting Mountain Lakes Research
MLRG is completely funded by grants and gifts. Thanks to our hard
work implementing evidence-based conservation actions to restore
lake ecosystems in the Sierra Nevada, our 25-year effort continues to
thrive and grow. Nonetheless, acquiring the funds to meet our annual
budget of approximately $250,000 remains a never-ending task. More
funding means we can implement more conservation actions and
increase the pace of frog recovery in the Sierra Nevada - it’s as simple
as that. In addition to grants from federal and state sources, including
the National Science Foundation, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, gifts from foundations and
individuals also provide critical funds to support our efforts. Have a
look at our Wishlist to see what your donation, large or small, could
support. If you are interested in making a financial contribution,
please contact Roland.

Recent grants and gifts
Yosemite Conservancy—Frog Recovery
Sequoia Parks Conservancy—Frog Recovery
NSF—Long Term Research in Environmental Biology
NPS—Frog Recovery in Sequoia and Kings Canyon
NPS—Restoring Frog Genetic Diversity
USFWS—Treatment and Prevention of Fungal Infection
USFWS—Frog Translocations in Yosemite
USFWS—Frog Conservation Genetics
CDFW—Frog Recovery in the Southern Sierra Nevada
USGS—Gartersnake Predation on Frogs
Gifts from foundations and individuals

Photo credit: Sonya Maple.
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during a pandemic and an historic wildfire season. We specifically thank our summer field assistants
Sonya Maple and Mark Spangler for their flexibility, hard work, and good conversation in the
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field to partake in the successes of mountain yellow-legged frog recovery.

